Use a SLEEPINGMASK for a better sleep
One of the main issues in sleeping is too much
light in the surrounding area. It's not always
possible to influence this which can be very
frustrating at times!
Specially when sleeping away from home too
much light around can keep you from falling
asleep and keep sleeping really tight all
through the night.
But even in your own home it's not always
possible for everybody to keep disturbing lights
out. And longtime sleep deprivation in many
cases leads to health problems!

4 situations to use a sleepingmask :
* too much streetlight in your own bedroom
* while travelling in a plane or train
* when taking a powernap during daytime
* after working a nightshift
And you might know so more of these
situations yourself ...

When could I use a
SLEEPINGMASK?

How can I make a SLEEPINGMASK myself?
It's really not that difficult to make a sleeping
mask by yourself. Once you got the materials
it might just be an one hour job. Or a few
hours when you are not yet such a sewing
queen ...

Most of us keep remnants of their most
favourite fabrics. These might come handy
now because you only need just a scrap for a
sleeping mask!

What materials do I need?
Let's start with the enclosed pattern. This one
has a fairly deep cut for the nose which keeps
the mask flat to the face everywhere.
So no annoying gaps where light still is
creeping through!
The mask should fit the face of any adult
person. When really needed of course you can
still make some fine tuning adjustments for
the person who will wear it.

You will need 3 layers of fabric,
30x9,5cm for each layer:
Bottom layer of dark, preferably soft fabric
like fleece or flannel because this layer will
touch the eyes

To tie the mask around the head:
35cm firm elastic around 1,5 à 2cm wide
OF
40cm firm ribbon or band + 4cm Velcro
choose the band in reasonably firm quality and
at least as wide as the Velcro (2cm)

Interlining of high volume soft foam batting
(also used for stuffing pillows)
Top layer of decorative fabric (or just use the
same fabric of the bottom layer)

To trim the mask all around:
60cm folding elastic OR bias tape

How do I sew it?
Sewing the mask

Adding the headband

* Trace the pattern and cut this 1x from each
layer of fabric WITHOUT seam allowance.
* Pin the layers on one another with the pin
heads towards the mask.
* Fold the folding elastic or the bias tape from
one side around the raw edge.

Elastic : stitch the elastic at one side at the
wrong side of the mask. Use a zigzag stitch at
the inner edge of the folded tape and use 2
rows of straight stitching at the outer edge.
Put the mask on, stretch the elastic slightly
and pin at the other end of the mask. Cut the

* Stitch this with a straight stitch through
and through, make sure it's been stitched from
top to bottom layer.
* Stitch a short length at a time, fold another
short length to stitch and so on.

Ribbons

Instead of firm band with Velcro closure
you could add ribbons (2x 45cm) at
both sides.
It won't stay closed well when you are
sleeping but it sure looks exciting for a
hot evening!

remains and attach the elastic the same way.

Band : Cut the band in 2 equal parts. Stitch
the Velcro with a straight stitch on one end of
both parts. Close the Velcro. Stitch the other
ends of the band the same way as the elastic
on the mask.

Just some more ideas for your inspiration
Remnants lace

A perfect project for all those gorgeous small

remnants lace you kept so lovingly! Cover the
whole mask with open lace or stitch scalloped
lace at just one corner or at both sides.
Only stitch through the top layer because
stitchings through the bottom layer could
irritate the eyes.

Embroidery

Use (machine?) embroidery at the top layer
in a nice motive or appropriate text.
Only stitch through the top layer because
stitchings through the bottom layer could
irritate the eyes.

Sunglasses

Cut 2 pieces dark fabric for the glasses and
stitch these on the top layer. Only stitch
through the top layer because stitchings

through the bottom layer could irritate the
eyes. Sew 2 tunnels of 20cm long and
widening at one end, close them with Velcro.

Cat mask

Tape 2 triangles at the top of the pattern for
cat ears. The side parts of the mask will
round back along the face so place the ears
more to the centre. Test the pattern on your
face before you start cutting the fabric!
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